Most tests are composed of multiple sections (each section has group of items) such as different item formats, different content category, competencies, different difficulty levels, test dimensions, testlets, and interpretive exercise items. Students could show unexpected and unacceptable responses across these sections. Studying person fit over item level cannot detect aberrant response over test sections. The study proposes a residual-based person fit statistic over test sections with a dichotomous IRT model. The paper demonstrates the new section-level person fit statistic and investigates its distributional properties and power of detecting aberrance in person responses with comparison to Wright's between person fit statistic. The proposed section-level person fit statistic shows superior distributional properties with both true and real ability and item parameters. Moreover, the performance of the proposed person fit statistic is also examined with real data.
Test developers desire to have ways and tools to detect examinees with aberrant responses and finding the reasoning behind their unexpected responses to increase test fairness and validity. Wright (1977) classified these types of responses as systematic aberrant responses. Such systematic aberrant responses might be a result of an interaction between the person and item difficulties, the person and different contents, the person and different sections measuring different dimensions, and others. Methods used for these purposes are known as person fit or appropriateness measurement.
Several advancements in person fit in item response theory era are found in the literature review for different uses. Felt, Castaneda, Tiemensma, and Depaoli (2017) proposed a person fit statistic to detect outliers in survey research using graded response model. Similarly, Fox. and Marianti, (2017) proposed person-fit statistics for joint IRT models to detect aberrant response accuracy and/or response time patterns. The person-fit tests take the correlation between ability and speed into account, as well as the correlation between item characteristics. Meijer and Sijtsma (2001) provided an excellent methodology review for the person fit methods both based on group characteristics and item response theory (IRT). In dichotomous IRT context, there are number of person fit methods that have proposed and investigated. Among these are Wright's mean square statistics (Wright, 1977) , Caution indices (Tatsouka & Linn, 1983) , lz statistic (Drasgow et. al; 1985) , Optimal person fit statistic (Levine, & Drasgow, 1988) , and Person Response Function (Trabin & Weiss, 1983) . All of these methods are used for general detection of person misfit to the expectation of the IRT models without providing test users with much about the causes of such person misfit (Meijer, & Sijtsma, 2001) .
Although most of the existing person fit methods evaluate the person fit on item-level response patterns, there are circumstances where the interest of test developers focuses on person's response patterns over sections of items such as different test formats, test content topics, test dimensions, testlets, interpretive exercise items or any other characteristics of sections of items. For, example, an examinee not familiar with the test format could obtain a lower score than expected, or a person familiar with a task given in the interpretive-exercise might get a higher score than expected.
Students could show unexpected and unacceptable responses across these sections. Studying person fit over item level cannot detect aberrant responses over test sections. There are two statistics that exist on literature for investigating person fit on sections of items are the between standardized mean square statistics introduced by Smith (1985) and the lzm statistic introduced by Drasgow, Levine, and Mclaughlinm (1991) for multidimensional test batteries.
The between standardized mean square statistic is an extension of the total standardized mean square developed by Wright and Panchapakesan (1969) and Wright (1977) . The statistic has unweighted and weighted versions that both examine the squared standardized residual difference of the person's scores over the sections. Both versions are evaluated as  2 distribution and then transformed through certain transformation equation to follow a unit normal distribution although there is no sufficient theoretical justification for these transformations.
In the context of item-fit, Smith (1985; 1991; 1994; 1996) found that the between standardized mean square statistic showed poor distributional properties. Both the mean and standard deviation of this statistic deviated from their theoretical and expected values. Smith also found that the amount of the deviation of the mean and standard deviation increased as the number of the groups of examinees decreased. Given that the between standardized mean square statistic is evaluated as a Pearson chisquare test, the number of groups of examinees in item fit has a large influence on the type I error rate and the power of the statistic (Smith, 1991; 1996) .
In addition, previous research argued that the legitimacy of the use of the unit normal approximation for the transformed mean squares is heavily dependent on the degree to which the mean square is approximately distributed as a Pearson chi-square distribution. If the mean square statistic deviated from the chi-square distribution, it is no longer accurate to assume that the transformation is distributed as a unit normal distribution. For example, George (1979) , Hambleton, Swaminathan, Cook, Eignor, and Gifford (1978) , and Reckase (1981) questioned the validity of the chisquare significant test for the mean square statistic through criticizing the use of a normal approximation to the binomial distribution of person responses to dichotomous items. They argued that as the probability of a correct response departs from 0.5, the distribution of observed frequencies becomes less and less normal; thus, the mean square statistics are no longer distributed as a Pearson chi-square. They argued that this issue becomes more pronounced when the test is composed of a small number of items. This chain-like dependence among the fit statistics is problematic. If a fit statistic does not meet its distributional assumptions for a particular test situation, then other statistics depending on this statistic will also not meet their distributional assumptions.
The other between person fit is the lzm statistic which is applied for multidimensional test batteries (Drasgow, Levine, & Mclaughlinm, 1991) . This statistic assumes that different sections measure different dimensions; each section measures one dimension. These multidimensional sections could be independent or correlated. lzm statistic evalu-ates the person fit within each unidimensional section using the corresponding ability levels, and then accumulate that over these sections. Meijer and Sijtsma (2001) noted that this lzm is not very different from the lz statistic for long unidimensional test. They stated that "although was effective in detecting misfitting item-score patterns, detection rates were approximately equal to those for long, unidimensional tests with s number of items equaling the total number of items in the S sections". Thus the lzm statistic is equal to the lz statistic when all sections measure unique unidimension and the grouping of items into sections are based on other bases like item format, difficulty, reading passages, or others.
In summary, because of the poor distributional properties of the existing between standardized mean square statistic, the section-level person fit has received less attention. At the same time, the existing item-level person fit statistic could not be helpful where the aberrance is related to the characteristics of the section more than individual items.
In this paper, a new section-level (between) person fit statistic that employs residual difference approach is introduced. The statistical properties of the new section-level person fit statistic investigated and compared to Wright's between person fit statistic using simulated data.
The Between Standardized Mean Square Statistic
According to smith (1985) , the between standardized mean square statistic standardizes person a's scores on each section, j, that consists of nj items (i=1, 2, .., nj),
∑ , J is the number of sections, uai is person's response on each item i on each set, j, pai is the probability that person with a certain level of ability () correctly answers each item, i, on a section j based on any unidimensional IRT model, and qai = 1pai. Wright (1977) formed two versions to evaluate the square of zaj: unweighted and weighted versions. Both versions can be evaluated as a chi-square test with a degree of freedom of one. The unweighted version is
and the weighted version is,
Both versions are then transformed to standardize the mean square statistic to an approximate unit normal distribution. The transformation of the unweighted version is,
The transformation of the weighted version is,
where √ .
The New Section-Level Person Fit Statistic
The new section-level person fit statistic is an extension of the approach developed by Al-Mehrzi (2004; 2010) for the item-level residual-based person fit statistic. The basic theme of the new section-level person fit statistic is based on estimating the amount of congruence on person's section score, and then examining whether this amount of congruence could be explained by the used IRT model or it might indicate aberrant section scores. The amount of congruence on person's score on each section score, xaj, can be estimated by the squared residual difference, BSRaj,
BSRaj can take any values between zero and nj 2 . Across all ability levels, the BSRaj can take any continuous value that ranges between zero and nj 2 . This estimate of congruence cannot be used for classifying the persons's responses as model-fitting or misfitting because BSRaj depends on the person's ability levels.
Then the distribution for this statistic under null distribution of fitting section scores is required. To overcome this issue, a standardized version of the BSRaj can be suggested through computing the expected score and variance of BSRaj.
Under the independent assumption of item responses with IRT, the expected score of the BSRaj is the known IRT variance of subtotal score for each section of items given the ability, i.e.,
Similarly, the variance of the squared residual difference, BSRaj can be obtained by the typical equation of variance, i.,e.,
where xj is all possible scores on each set of items, j, and ) | ( a j x f  is the PDF of the xj scores given examinee a's ability. This PDF can be obtained through the Lord and Wingersky (1984) recursion formula using which was employed by Almehrizi (2013; 2016) .
To get through the recursion formula, define as the random variable of raw scores on the first items on the test ( ranges between and ). Now, let represent the probability mass function of when it is equal to on a test of items. For a test of one item, = 1 is entered into the formula, and .
For the next , the recursion formula is as follows:
To use this recursion formula, enter items into the recursion formula in any order, beginning with , and repeatedly apply the formula by increasing on each repetition. The process is stopped after , which gives the required . That is, . Now, the standardization version of the squared residual difference across all sections can be obtained through two ways. The first ways require standardizing the BSRaj at each section level, then summing across all sections and finally dividing by the square root of the number of sections, J, as follows (it will be referred as unweighted version):
The other way of constituting the standardization version of the squared residual difference across all sections is through accumulating the amount of congruence in person's scores across all sets of items by summing the squared residual differences across test items, referred to as ∑ and then standardizing it using its expected score, , and its variance, i.e.,
where all terms are defined as before. If the used IRT model fits test data, it is hypothesized that both versions of the new section-level person fit statistic is distributed theoretically as a unit normal distribution. Extreme scores of the section-level person fit statistic in both tails of the unit normal distribution are considered as aberrant response patterns. Z-value of 1.96 represents 5% level of significance for thee hit rate for detecting aberrant response patterns.
Two studies were conducted to investigate the new section-level person fit statistic. The first study aimed to investigate the distributional properties (including mean, standard deviation, type I error, and power) of the new sectionlevel person fit statistic and to compare them with the distributional properties of Wright's person fit mean square statistic with simulation data using true ability and item parameters. The effect of increasing either the number of sections, the number of items per section, or both on the distributional properties for these section-level person fit statistic also is investigated. The second study aimed to investigate the distributional properties (including mean, standard deviation, type I error, and power) of the new section-level person fit statistic and Wright's person fit mean square statistic with simulation data using real ability and item parameters. In addition, the performance of both statistics in detecting misfitted person responses was examined with real data.
Study 1: Simulation with True Parameters

Method
Two types of simulated data were used to examine the distributional properties of the new section-level person fit statistic and to compare them with those of Wright's between person fit mean square statistic. Data sets that fit the 3PL IRT model were simulated to examine the means, standard deviations, and type I error rates at a level of significance of 0.05 for both statistics. Then data sets that represent measurement disturbance were simulated to examine the power of the two statistics. The true item parameters for all data sets were generated as follows: ai~lognormal (1.0, 0.04); bi~Uniform (-2.5,2.5), ci~Uniform (0.0,0.2). The generation of all data sets on this study was replicated 60 times.
For the ordinary samples, nine data sets were generated from varying two factors: the number of sections of items (J=2, 4 or 8), and number of items per section (nj=5, 10, or 20). The total numbers of items in these nine data sets were: 10, 20, 40, 20, 40, 80, 40, 80, and 160 . This arrangement of the nine data sets was employed to examine the effect of both increasing the number of sections of items and increasing the number of items within each section on the distributional properties of the two section-level person fit statistic.
The distributional properties of the two statistics were examined conditioned on seven ability levels within each of the nine data sets. They were -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, and 3. For each data set, 1,000 response patterns were produced at each ability level using random number generators (with different seeds) from uniform distribution. Each random number was compared to the conditioned probability of a correct answer to each item. If the random number was larger than or equal to the conditioned probability of a correct answer to the item, the item response was set as 1, and vice versa.
For the aberrant samples, there are two arrangements. The first Arrangement consisted of thirty six data sets that were generated from varying four factors: the number of sections of items (J=2, 4 or 8), the number of items per section (nj=5, 10, or 20), the type of aberrance (spuriously high or spuriously low), the sever-ity of aberrance (mild or moderate). Eighteen of the aberrant samples had spuriously high response patterns, and the remaining samples had spuriously low response patterns. Spuriously high response patterns were created by generating ordinary response patterns as described for the ordinary sample, and then replacing randomly a given percentage of simulated responses with correct responses for each section on the data set separately. Spuriously low response patterns were created by generating ordinary response patterns and then replacing randomly a fixed percentage of items for each section with random responses (choosing randomly a correct option on multiple-choice item with four options). The mild aberrant response patterns were created using 20% of items per section (i.e., 1 of 5, 2 of 10 and 4 of 20). The moderate aberrant response patterns were created using 40% of items per section (i.e., 2 of 5, 4 of 10 and 8 of 20). Spuriously high response patterns were generated for low ability levels ( =-3, -2, -1), whereas spuriously low response patterns were generated for high ability levels ( =1, 2, 3).
The second arrangement of aberrant samples was generated to examine the effect of location of aberrant response patterns across sections of the test on the power of the section-level person indices. Eighteen data sets were generated from varying three factors: the number of sections of items (J=2, 4 or 8), the type of aberrance (spuriously high or spuriously low), the location of aberrant response patterns (within one section, evenly within half of the sections, and evenly within all sections). All of these eighteen data sets consisted of 40 total number of items and have 4 items with aberrant responses (the severity of aberrance is 10%). Spuriously high and spuriously low response patterns were created as described with the first arrangement of aberrant samples. There were three locations of aberrant response patterns across sections of the test. The first location assumes that the four items with aberrant responses were observed on only one section, while other sections have no aberrant response patterns. The second location assumes that the four items with aberrant responses were divided evenly within half number of sections (e.g., with J=4, two sections, each with 2 items). The third location assumes that the four items with aberrant responses were divided evenly within all sections (e.g., with J=4, each section had one item with aberrant responses). . However, they became similar to the mean values at other ability levels with nj=20. This can be explained by the very low probability of a correct answer at this ability level given the range of true item difficulty parameter (ranged from -2.5 to 2.5). Unlike Wright's statistic, both versions of the proposed statistic had mean values very close to zero at all ability levels within all nine data sets as showed in Table 1 . This was evident even within data set with the smallest number of sections and the smallest number of items per section (J=2, nj=5) . The mean values were 0.000, -0.001, -0.004, 0.000, -0.003, 0.002, -0.005 for the unweighted version, and -0.001, -0.001, -0.004, 0.000, -0.003, 0.002, -0.006 for the weighted version at the seven ability levels, respectively. The same patterns of the mean values of the proposed statistic were observed with different number of sections and number of items per section. Table 2 presents the standard deviations of the four section-level person fit statistic for the nine ordinary data sets. For all data sets, the standard deviations of both versions of Wright's statistic were not equal to one at almost all ability levels. The standard deviations were more deviated from one with data set with small number of sections (J=2) and became less deviated as number of sections increased (J=4, J=8). For example, for data set with J=2 and nj=5, the standard deviations of WBT were 0.825, 0.854, 0.852, 0.856, 0.859, 0.830, and 1.202 for the seven ability levels, respectively. Although the standard deviations of Wright's statistic improved with tests with more number of sections, they were still deviated form one at some ability levels especially those that were distant from average item difficulty. For example, at ability levels of 2 and 3 for the data set with J=8 and nj=5, the standard deviations of UBT were 1.099 and 2.157, respectively.
Results
Distributional characteristics
Table 1 Means of the four section-level person fit indices for various test lengths
Moreover, increasing the number of items within each section had almost little or no effect on improving the deviation of the standard deviations for both versions of Wright's statistic. Hence, the standard deviation values for both versions of Wright's statistics deviated from the theoretical value of one at all data sets, and were more influenced by the number of sections than by the number of items per section.
On the other side, the standard deviations of both versions of the new statistic were very close to one at all ability levels for all ordinary data sets. For example, for data sets with J=2 and nj=5, the standard deviations for UBSR were 1.004, 0.998, 0.996, 0.990, 0.994, 1.005, and 0.980 at the seven ability levels, respectively. This was evident even at ability levels that were distant from the average item difficulty for all data sets. Table 3 presents type I error rates of the four section-level person fit statistic at a level of significance of 0.05 (z=1.96). Results showed that both versions of Wright's had inflated type I error rates at all ability levels within all data sets. These deviations were larger at ability levels that were distant from the average item difficulty (=2, 3). In addition, the type I error rates for both versions of Wright's statistic were influenced by the number of sections on the test. They approached the theoretical hit rates of 0.05 as the number of sections increased.
This indicated that increasing the number of subsets improved the ability of both versions of Wright's statistic to better control type I error rates although they remained different from 0.05. Results showed that there was an effect (although it was modest) of increasing the number of items per section on approaching the type I error rates of both versions of Wright's statistic to the level of significance of 0.05. Hence, both versions of Wright's statistic were not able to control type I error rate at its expected value, and increasing the number of sections did improve the ability of Wright's statistic to control the type I error rates.
As showed in Table 3 , both versions of the new statistic had type I error rates close to 0.05 at all ability levels within all data sets. Across all data sets, the type I error rates ranged between 0.040 and 0.056 for the weighted version of the new statistic, and they ranged between 0.043 and 0.055 for the unweighted version. Similar patterns of detection of both types of aberrant response patterns (spuriously high and spuriously low) achieved by the new statistic as compared to Wright's statistic were found for those data sets that have more severe aberrant response patterns (40% of items) as shown in Table 5 . Moreover, as previous studies showed (e.g, Drasgow, Levine, & Mclaughlin, 1991) , the power of the four section-level person fit statistics were higher to detect more severe aberrant response patterns (40% of items) than less severe aberrant response patterns (20% of items) at all ability levels across all aberrance data sets. For example, for the data set with J=2, nj=20, the power rates of UBSR to detect 20% of items with spuriously high aberrant response patterns were 0.406, 0.578 & 0.722 at =-1, -2 & -3, respectively; whereas its power to detect Moreover, results at both levels of severity of aberrance showed that the four section-level person fit statistic detected spuriously low aberrant response patterns better than spuriously high response patterns at corresponding ability levels across all aberrant data sets. This result also was found in Drasgow, Levine, and Mclaughlin (1991) .
Power of detecting aberrance
The power rates of the four section-level person fit statistic to detect different aberrant response patterns were increasing by the test length that resulted from increasing the number of sections or/and increasing the number of items per section. The lowest power rates were for the data set with J=2 & nj=5 (total n=10), whereas the highest power rates were for the data set with J=8 & nj=20 (total n=160). This pattern can also be observed by comparing the power rates of each person fit statistic horizontally (increasing the number of items per section, nj, for each number of sections, J) and vertically (increasing the number of sections, J, for each number of items per section, nj).
The results in Tables 4 and 5 allowed for answering the question: Which one has more effect on increasing the power of the section-level person fit statistic in detecting different types of aberrant response patterns:increasing the number of sections or increasing the number of items per section? This can be answered by comparing the power rates for the first data set (J=2, nj=5) with its right next neighbor data set (J=2, nj=10) and bottom next neighbor data set (J=4, nj=5); and by comparing the power rates for the first data set (J=2, nj=5) with its right second neighbor data set (J=2, nj=20) and bottom second neighbor data set (J=8, nj=5). For spuriously high response patterns, the more effect on the power rates for the person fit statistic was for increasing the number of items per section, whereas the more effect on the power rates for the person fit statistic was for increasing the number of sections for spuriously low response patterns.
In addition, a consistent pattern can be noted in Table 4 and Table 5 through comparing the data sets that have similar test length with different combinations of number of sections and number of items per section (e.g., J=2, nj=20; J=4, nj=10; J=8, nj=5). The power rates of the four section-level person fit statistics in detecting spuriously high response patterns were higher for test with fewer number of sections and large number of items per section (J=2, nj=20) than other combinations. However, their power rates in detecting spuriously low response patterns were similar regardless the combinations of number of sections and number of items per section.
Study 2: Simulation with Real Parameters
The second study aimed to compare between the proposed section-level person fit statistic and Wright's person fit mean square statistic in terms of their distributional characteristics (mean, standard deviation, and type I error at two levels of significance) and their power of detecting person misfit when both real ability and item parameters were used.
Method
The real data used in this study is the verbal ability test that is administered by the National Center for Assessment in Higher Education (NCAHE) in Saudi Arabia. The verbal ability test contains 66 multiple-choice items that measure verbal reasoning ability in four areas: verbal meaning 13 items, verbal analog 16 items, sentence completion 17 items, and verbal comprehension 20 items. The test is administered in the Arabic language as an admission test for students in grade 11 and 12 who want to apply to higher education institutions.
A random sample of 7000 examinees were selected from the 2008/2009 administration of one test form and then were used to estimate both the ability and item parameters with the 3PL model using BILOG program. The unidimensionality of the test was examined by fitting one second-order common factor through confirmatory factor analysis with Lisrel 8.52 using tetrachoric correlations among test items. Results showed high model-fit indices (RMSEA=0.037, GFI=0.93, CFI=0.98). Moreover, Yens (1981) Q1 statistic for overall 3PL model fit was not significant. The estimated parameters were then used to simulate responses to the 66 test items using pseudo random numbers. If the generated random numbers are larger than or equal to the calculated probabilities of a correct answer to items (using 3PLM with the estimated ability and item parameters), the item responses are set to 1, and vice versa. This process was replicated 60 times.
The distributional properties of the two person fit statistic were also examined with two partitions of the verbal ability test for research purpose. The first one had the original four sections (13, 16, 17, 20 items) and the second one had two combined sections resulted from combining the first two section (verbal meaning & verbal analog, 29 items) and the last two sections (sentence comple-tion & verbal comprehension, 37 items). Moreover, the real data for the 7000 examinees in this verbal ability test with the four original sections was analyzed using the four section-level person fit statistic to compare the ability of these statistics to detect examinees with aberrant responses in real data. Table 6 and 7 present the means, standard deviations, and type I error rates for the four person fit statistic for all 7000 examinees at five ability intervals with about equal sample size. Results showed that all statistics had patterns for the three distributional properties similar to what have been found earlier in the paper when using the true ability and item parameters. Table 6 showed that both Wright's statistics had deviated means from zero at all ability intervals with both two sections and four sections. This deviation was larger with two sections. The means for UBT ranged between 0.738 and 0.749 with two sections and 0.420 and 0.433 with four sections. Moreover, the standard deviations of both Wright's statistics were deviated from one with both four sections and two sections at all ability intervals (WBT ranged between 0.858 and 0.870 for two sections; and between 0.932 and 0.945 for four sections). As a result of the deviations of both means and standard deviations, both versions of Wright's statistic showed higher type I error rates than 0.05 for both numbers of sections. For example, type I error rates for UBT ranged between 0.082 and 0.086 with two sections, and between 0.0052 and 0.055 with four sections. When the practical cut scores for Wright's statistics found in study 1 were used, the type I error rates of UBT, for example, reduced to 0.052 and 0.057 with two sections and to 0.054 and 0.057 with four sections. Table 6 showed that the proposed person fit statistic showed superior distributional properties (means and standard deviations) when using estimated ability and item parameters at all ability intervals. The means and standard deviations of both versions of the proposed statistic were at their hypothetical values for four sections and two sections. In addition, Table 7 showed that the proposed statistic controlled type I error rates around 0.05. For example, the type I error rates for the WBSR ranged between 0.044 and 0.053 with two sections, and between 0.0046 and 0.049 with four sections. 
Results
Discussion and Conclusions
Similar to the mainstream findings of many previous studies (Hambleton, et. al., 1978; Smith, 1994; 1996) , this study showed that Wright's between person fit statistic had poor distributional properties. The means, standard deviations, and type I error rates for both versions of Wright's statistic deviated from their presumed values with both true and real ability and item parameters. In addition, the degree of deviation of these distributional properties was influenced by the number of sections. A small number of sections resulted in more deviations of these distributional properties. The increase of the number of items per section did not improve the proximity of these means, standard deviations, and type I error rates of both versions of Wright's statistic. Similar to previous studies (Divgi, 1986; George, 1979; Hambleton, 1978) , the results of this study suggested that the applied transformations to Wright's statistic did not remove the effect of the number of sections within the test on the statistic. In addition, different empirical cut scores were found for the Wright's statistic to control the hit-rate at a level of significance of 0.05 with different number of sections of the test. Having more sections on the test leads to empirical cut scores similar to the hypothetical cut score of 1.96.
Using the hypothetical cut scores with all data sets, results showed that the power of Wright's between person fit statistic was relatively high since it was contaminated by the inflated type I error rates. In addition, the power of Wright's between person fit statistic has no meaning provided that the statistic was shown to not follow the unit normal distribution. Hence, when using a single cut score for classifying misfit person response patterns, the power of Wright's statistic should be interpreted with caution.
On the other hand, results showed that both versions of the new section-level person fit statistic had superior distributional properties with both true and estimated ability and item parameters. The means, standard deviations, and type I error rates of both versions of the new section-level person fit statistic were approximate to their expected values under the assumption of unit normal distribution within all data sets including the smallest data set (J=2, nj=5). In addition, the distributional properties of the new section-level person fit statistic were unaffected by either small number of sections, small number of items per section, or both.
Unlike Wright's statistic, the new section-level person fit statistic was not influenced by the number of sections. The adequacy of the new statistic was parallel within tests with a large number of sections or with a small number of sections. This suggests that, when using the new section-level person fit statistic, the sections can be formed without worrying about the effect of the number of sections on the distributional properties of the person fit statistic.
The new section-level person fit statistic also showed larger power rates for data sets with a large number of sections and a large number of items per section than data sets with a small number of sections and a small number of items per section. In addition, increasing the number of items per section improved the power of the new section-level person fit statistic more than increasing the number of sections. This suggests that keeping a large number of items per section is preferred when forming the sections in order to achieve more power to detect person misfit with the new section-level person fit statistic.
Moreover, with the support of the result of this study, the section-level person fit statistic are more sensitive to aberrant response patterns that are existing heavily within one or few sections as compared to those aberrant response patterns that are distributed evenly across all sections of the test.
The results of outperforming of the new section-level statistic over Wright's statistic (found in this study) are supported by several justifications. Unlike Wright's statistic, the new statistic evaluates the squared residual differences of person's scores on each section (equation 6), which is a continuous quantity that might take any values between 0 and 2 j n .
This fact might suggest that standardizing this quantity is possible and leads to be distributed as unit a normal distribution. Second, the new section-level person fit statistic uses a normal distribution to evaluate the fit of person responses. The number of sections used to calculate the statistic has less effect on the new statistic than its effect on the Pearson chi-square test used with Wright's statistic.
Third, the new section-level person fit statistic involves only a straightforward standardization of the squared residual differences, whereas Wright's between person fit mean square statistic involves three steps: standardizing person's section scores, squaring it (evaluated as chisquare test), and normalizing it (evaluated as normal distribution test). These chain-like steps on Wright's statistic have been found to cause dependency and difficulty in explaining any poor distributional properties of the statistic (see Smith, 1991) . Finally, the mean and standard deviation of the squared residual difference used in the new sectionlevel person fit statistic are computed based on the prediction of the IRT model. However, the standard deviation of the person fit mean square used to normalize Wright's between person fit mean square statistics (in equation (4) and (5) is data-driven (Smith, 1986) .
In summary, the results of this study showed that the proposed section-level person fit statistic performed well with person fit analysis even with the commonly-used small number of sections associated with person fit analysis. The proposed section-level person fit statistic deserves more investigation under different tests conditions and different test applications.
